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Light rail shakes ground, rattles citizens
Jordan Meyers
Staff Writer
Turner Construction recently won
the contract for the construction of the
Capitol Hill Station of Sound Transit’s
underground light rail project extending
from the University of Washington to
Capitol Hill.
“Turner offered the most inexpensive
Sofia Jaramillo | The Spectator
Passengers wait to board the light rail at Westlake Center on Nov. 21. The new light rail on Capitol Hill is set to be open to the public between 2013 and 2015.
Holiday ice rink comes to Cap Hill
Rosalie Cabison
Staff Writer
An estimated 88 percent ofall classic holiday movies fea-
ture ice skating at Rockefeller Center in New York.
Okay, that is a fabricated statistic.
This, however, is a fact: Capitol Hill is trying to achieve
that Rockefeller Center look and feel this holiday season
with its first annual ice rink. Hunters Capital, a company
that owns a number ofproperties on Capitol Hill, got the
idea for an ice rink in Cal Anderson Park.
“About two years ago, in a really cold December, the
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option for Sound Transit, which was
around $6.9 million. We also scored
highest in a ranking of compatibility
with the project!” said Chris McFadden,
Turner Construction’s vice president
of communications.
Turner Construction is also
heading the renovation of UW’s
Husky Stadium.
The University Link, set to open in
reflection pond froze over and people were skatingaround in
their tennis shoes. We looked at that and all the great cities
that have ice skating rinks,” said Jill Cronauer, press relations
person
for Hunters Capital. “We thought it was about time
that Capitol Hill had its own ice rink. There just seems to be
a lack ofthat sort ofoutdoor activity here in this city.”
Michael Wells, a member of the Capitol Hill Chamber
ofCommerce is hoping the rinkwill liven up Cal Anderson
Park during the winter months and be a center-
piece of the holiday season.
“Cal Anderson Park is a jewel in Capitol Hill,






2016, is a 3.15-mile light rail exten-
sion that will serve the three largest
urban centers in Washington — down-
town Seattle, Capitol Hill and the
University District.
The project is currently in the tunnel
boring and station excava-
tion process. There are two
tunnel boring machines,
named Togo and Balto by IHtfl
Marksmanship Club
teaches gun usage, safety
The vibrations
sometimes shake our
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City attemtpts to ban plastic bags











Or, get up to 70% back
for your used textbooks
amazon.com /seiibooks
Download the Amazon
Student app and check
trade-in value instantly
su-spectator.com/new
SU TV to begin broadcasting in
2013, will be produced in library
Olivia Johnson
Staff Writer
Seattle University’s Media Club is starting a new TV
station, which members hope will be airing content by
the end ofwinter quarter.
The club hopes the station will keep the student
population better informedof events on campus.
Though the Media Club has existed for three years
under the direction ofadvisor and College ofArts and
Sciences professor James Forsher, this is the first year of
production for a TV channel for Seattle U. Production
is now possible largely because ofthe construction ofa
Media Production Center in the renovated library.




ties, he hopes the club will continue under the di-
rection of Jamie Peterson, the director of the Media
Production Center.
According to Forsher, the club presents a unique
opportunity for those looking for a career in the media
and thoselooking to gain greater skills with technology
that he believes will be the future of media.
“It’s all about integration, and students must have
digital media skills in a world where all parts of the
storygo hand in hand,” said Forsher. “The Vvebsite has
become the central tool, and the fact that everyone can
create content has changed the playing field.”
Andrea Hu, a graduate student pursuing a degree in
SU TV presidents Kathleen Thomas and
Andrea Hu familiarize themselves with the
new studio equipment they will be using in
upcoming quarters.
Loren Elliott | The Spectator
James Forsher, professor and staff advisor for SU TV, works with students in one of his media-based
communication classes.
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Marketing and the press contact for the Media Club,
was instrumental in starting the station, after work-
ing at a TV station in her native China, and seeing
other universities with stations, such as the University
ofWashington.
After talking with other students about the poten-
tial and opportunity to create an entirely new station,
the group partnered with the Media Club that already
existed at Seattle U.
It will be a great way to get students
even more involved on campus and
provide a wonderful opportunity.
“We had been talking about the idea of an SU TV
station, and talked about it with the last president of
the media club,” said Kathleen Thomas, a senior nursing
major and vice president of the Media Club. “We were
able to take over because most of the other members
were already leaving and we already had it established
as a club.”
Both Hu and Thomas envision content covering a
variety of topics ofrelevance to the campus and would
like the format to include two anchors with various
segments and featured topics.
“We saw aneed for a TV station and are hopeful this
can fill that,” Thomas said.
With the Media Production Center in the library
fully functional sincespring quarter of lastyear, Peterson
is hopeful about the capabilities of the new station.
“The MPC is a natural and vital partner for the
Media Club, who will be able to take full advantage of
our training workshops and facilities,” Peterson said.
“Their productionswill most likely be done 100 percent
with the MPC recording studio, check-out equipment
and editing facilities.”
While Peterson and the Media Club will be working
closely together using the Media Production Center, he
believes the partnership will benefit both groups and
Seatde U as a whole.
“I think the Media Club will not only provide me-
dia content unique to Seattle University, but will set
a great example for ways that other clubs and organi-
zations on campus can communicate and create their
own productions,” Peterson said. “It will be a great
way to get students even more involved on campus
and provide a wonderful opportunity to experience
media production.”
Olivia may be reached at
ojohnson@su-spectator.com
Jamie Peterson
Director, Media Production Center
Seattle U and city
prepare for snow,
ice, winter weather
Both the universityand the city are ready for winter
weather with salt, snow plows and contingency plans
Cameron Drews
Staff Writer
Seattleites are terrified of the snow. Any time a layer of ice
or snow coats the city’s sloped streets, the conditions prevent
residents from getting to school or work. Both the city of
Seattle and Seattle University are well aware of the dangers of
harsh weather, and both are on their guard and always numer-
ous precautions this year.
Seattle Department ofTransportation (SDOT) and Seattle
U’s Public Safety are constandyon the lookout for harsh condi-
tions. If the city discovers that there’s even a 50 percent chance
that a snowstorm will hit, they kick into gear. Truck drivers
head to pre-designated snow routes (bus lines and so forth)
and pre-treat the roads.
“It’s an anti-icing and de-icing approach,” said Rick Sheridan,
spokesman for the SDOT.
This year, the city has introduced a new anti-icing substance
called salt brine, which is expected to perform better than salt
at lower temperatures. Magnesium chloride, as it’s called, is an
enriched form of salt.
SDOT has also been working with the University of
Washington on a program called SnowWatch, which tracks
temperatures everywhere from Seattle’s highways to differ-
The city will use enriched salt,
or salt brine, this year, which is
expected to work better than the
regular salt used last year.
ent levels of the Earth’s atmosphere. The idea is to deter-
mine temperatures and weather patterns from all directions
so that the city can specify its weather predictions to the
neighborhood level.
Seattle U also tries to get a jump on the snow before every-
thing delves into chaos.
“Weather can move in really quickly, so we’re looking at
everything from Everett to Olympia and from Hood Canal up
to 1-90,” said Michael Sletten, director of Public Safety.
During the wintermonths, Public Safety begins monitoring
weather activity in the region at around 3 a.m. If they deter-
mine that harsh weather is on its way, then they contact the
Seattle U administration by about 5 or 5:30 a.m. The provost
is then responsible for making the call on whether a campus
closure is necessary.
Sometimes storms come out of nowhere and only allow for
little to no preparation time. On Nov. 10, the SeattlePI.com
offered the following quote from Mayor Mike McGinn:
“Our challenge is how do we make sure that we prepare the
best we can, but it’s also what can the public do to prepare,
because it really is a partnership in terms ofdealing with major
storm events.”
Currently, the city has 26 plows, 46,500 gallons ofsalt brine
and 22,000 tons of salt. But the vast majority of their efforts
go into clearing bus lines.
“There are roads that we wouldn’t be able to keep clear even
ifwe had all the equipment in the world,” Sheridan said.
Much of the city’s topography simply doesn’t lend itself to
snow treatment, so it’s largely up to the residents ofSeattle to be
prepared. SDOT has offered two main pieces ofadvice to help
people avoid accidents. First, they have recommended that we
leave the driving to the professionals. In other words, they have
encouraged citizens to take advantage ofpublic transportation.
Secondly, they’ve said that if people feel that they have toto
drive, then they should make sure that their vehicles are ready
for the worst. Since the plows don’t treat residential streets,
residents might need chains or four-wheel drive to make it to
the cleared roads.




for Cap Hill light rail
station construction
Vibrations from the light rail construction are
not dangerous for houses, according to Turner
Construction, but residents reported sleep loss
their contractors, working simultaneously from
BmTV UW to Capitol Hill, and one other machine work-
HHI ing from Capitol Hill to downtown.
According to Sound Transit spokesperson
Bruce Gray, the machine working from Capitol Hill recently
finished its first trip successfully.
“Were going to be taking it apart and putting it back
together in early December. We will be hauling it back
to Capitol Hill for a second drive-through,” said Gray,
who added that by 2013, the tunneling work would
be complete.
After the excavation, the project will focus on finishing
the Capitol Hill and UW stations. The Capitol Hill station
will be built east of Broadway Avenue and is predicted to
serve 14,000 daily riders.
Several weeks ago, Sound Transit startedreceiving com-
plaints from homeowners who live near where the light rail
tunnels are being bored.
AudreyCluff, who lives on Eaton Place, was one ofmore
than a dozen people who were concerned about noticeable
vibrations from the construction site.
“The vibrations sometimes shake our whole house, and,
you know, it’s a little scary. And it’s also loud, so it often
wakes [me] up at night,” she said.
We do consider it a serious issue
when people are losing sleep because
of the impact, and that’s why we’re
taking steps to reduce the vibrations.
According to Gray, Sound Transit has put forth consider-
able effort in addressing this issue. They have pinpointed
the problem to the supply trains carrying tunnel segment
liners which can weigh over 100 tons.
In order to combat the issue, efforts are being made to
install thicker padding between the rail ties and the tunnel
lines. The padding will hopefully help absorb the vibrations
from the passing trains.
“We don’t think these vibrations are a threat to people’s
homes. We do consider it a serious issue when people are los-
ing sleep because ofthe impact, and that’s whywe’re taking
these steps in order to reduce the vibrations,” Gray said.
As for how the light rail will impact Seattle University
students and other people who live in Capitol Hill, Sound
Transit predicts it will be a valuable resource for travelling
to UW, downtown and the Seattle-Tacoma Airport that will
be faster than any bus or car.
The UniversityLink will also serve as an alternative mode
of transportation to buses that are often stuck in traffic
between UW and downtown.
Once the trains — which Sound Transit predict will
cater to 75,000 riders daily —• are in operation, commuters
will be able to cut travel time between Capitol Hill and the
University District in half.
“It’s been our experience that trains and fixed rail transits
attract a lot of new riders that would have never though to
use rail transit. We’re really looking forward to a growing
transit movement here in Seattle,” Gray said.
The project has also been lauded as environmentally
friendly. When Sound Transit applied for federal grants to
fund the project, it received the Environmental Protection
Agency’s highest rating possible.
The EPA will contribute $816 million to the $2
billion project.




Suicide slows in Seattle,
still a substantial concern
Kellie Cox
Staff Writer
It is a common misconcep-
tion that suicide rates in Seattle
are abnormally high. In fact,
Washington state suicide rates
were lower than most of the
western and mid-western U.S.
from 2000 to 2006.
Seattle is constantly
cited as having high
suicide rates, but this
may be a myth.
It may be possible to attribute
the misconception to Seattle’s
consistently dreary weather. In
addition, local rock legend Kurt
Cobain’s highly publicized sui-
cide also likely cast the Emerald
City in an inaccurate light.
In 2007, 9 percent of Seattle
University- students expressed
thoughts of suicide at least
once, though only 0.8 percent
actually attempted it, according
to the National College Health
Assessment Survey.
That said, suicide is still an
enormous problem around the
nation, and Seattle has not been
spared entirely.
We feel down because
of the weather, but
we’re not clinically
depressed.
Although King County sui-
cide rates are in an overall de-
cline, the King County Medical
Examiner investigated 253 sui-
cides in 2009, the highest num-
ber investigated in seven years.
Psychologists dispel tradi-
tional myths and do not attri-
bute Washington’s suicide rate
to the. murky weather. Although
Seasonal Affective Disorder af-
fects many King County resi-
dents, experts at Seattle U’s
Counseling and Psychological
Services (CAPS) and the King
County Crisis Clinic don’t be-
lieveit’s enough to drivesomeone
to suicide.
CAPS sees little to no increase
in its number of appointments
during the months of the “winter
blues” and there is no increase in
the number of calls to the King
County Crisis Clinic during
this time.
Michael Reading
King County Crisis Clinic
“We feel down because of
Though Seattle’s cloudy cover isn’t to blame for suicide,
economic downturn may be contributing to recently high rates
the weather, but we’re not clin-
ically depressed because of the
weather,” said Michael Reading,
director ofcrisis services at King
County Crisis Clinic.
The current economic
downturn is a more likely mo-
tivator in suicide than Seattle’s
grey skies
“I think that suicide is [in-
creasing] because of the stresses
of the economy, society and
people have more complicated
needs. It seems to be becoming
a very real choice for people,”
Reading said.
According to an April CDC
press release, a recent study
found that there is a correlation
between national suicide rates
and the state of the economy.
The study found that during
economic recessions, suicide
rates go up, particularly among
25- to 64-year-olds.
For college students below
the 25- to 64-year-old bracket,
the recession might not discour-
age students as much as it dis-
courages adults in the working
world. Academic pressure and
stress are more likely to drive
students to suicide than the
unsteady economy.
As finals week approach-
es, CAPS braces itself for its
busiest week of the quarter.
Appointments focus largely on
stress relief and keeping stu-
dents emotionally and physi-
cally healthy during this time of
heightened academic pressure.
CAPS advises students to
avoid self-medication, talk out
any troubles and find time to
relax. According to a CAPS
guide to stress management,
students should not “take on too
many responsibilities or expect
too much” of themselves and
“make choices that are mean-
ingful” when taking on their
busy schedules. The guide also
advocates daily exercise and fre-
quent study breaks that remove
students from any of the stres-




call volume last year.
Regardless of the weather,
the economy,-and the stress of
finals week, suicide is prevent-
able. In an average day at the
King County Crisis Clinic, the
24-hour hotline receives about
200 to 250 calls. The peer-
to-peer support line aimed at
teenagers received its highest
number of calls last year, total-
ing 1,444 calls.
Out of approximately 70,000
calls received in 2010, 4,600
were suicide related. Though
a daunting figure, this number
also reflects that 4,600 people
chose to seek support that might





“Just ask for help. It can be
scary to reach out and say ‘I’m
struggling and I need some as-
sistance,’ but I would highly
encourage that. I think there’s
often a stigma around mental
health issues and there’s a belief
with that stigma that ‘I can’t
talk about it,’ and you need
to be talking about it,” said
John Robertson-Howell, as-
sistant director at CAPS and a
licensed psychologist.
There’s often a stigma
around mental health
issues... and [we] need
to be talking about it.
In the 2010-2011 academic
year, 11 percent of the Seattle
U student body utilized services
at CAPS whether those services
were individual counseling,
group counseling or couples
counseling with psychologists
like Robertson-Howell. In the
CAPS Client Satisfaction Survey
of the same academic year, 75
percent of students surveyed
found that they could handle
their problems more effectively
because of CAPS services and
74 percent felt lower levels
of distress.
Both Robertson-Howell
and Reading agree that the
most effective means of sui-
cide prevention is talking.
“My advice is talk about it
because those feelings of hope-
lessness and thoughts ofkilling
yourself are really in the mo-
ment,” Reading said. “If you
can make a connection to get
through that moment, you may
feel that there are better options
when you’re feeling a little bit
better.”








The Spiritual Exercises in Everyday Life connect faculty
and students to Ignatian spirituality throughout the year
Colleen Fontana
Staff Writer
Like any type of exercise, the
Spiritual Exercises ofEveryday Life
are not easy. Though they may not
leave the participant sweating, these
exercises can be both challenging
and life changing.
“You tone yourself up for liv-
ing,” said Pat O’Leary, faculty and
staff chaplain at Seattle University
and long-time participant of the
Spiritual Exercises. “It makes a dif-
ference in people’s lives.”
Gathering once a month for a
presentation, prayer, sharing and
meditation, participants have a
chance to delve deeper into their
faith. These monthly meetings are
partnered with nine or 10 one-on-
ones with a spiritual director and a
daily prayer on the part of the par-
ticipants throughout the year.
“The place where the exercises
are intended to take you is freedom
to understand how to love more
fully and how to participate in the
world with that love,” said Marilyn
Nash, campus minister for Ignatian
Spirituality at Seattle U.
Although Catholic in
origin, the exercises
are open to everyone.
Based on the life, death and
resurrection of Jesus, the Spiritual
Exercises ofEveryday Life were de-
veloped by St. Ignatius ofLoyola,
the founder of the Jesuits and the
Society ofJesus. According to Nash,
the exercises were meant to be done
over 30 days. However, even in the
16 th century, Ignatius recognized
that such a commitment was impos-
sible for the average person. Wanting
the exercises to be accessible to ev-
eryone, Ignatius developed what is
known as the 19
th Annotation. With
this development, people are able to
incorporate the prayer and reflection
into their everyday lives.
“Most people can’t take a month
or 30 days so Ignatius said ‘Well,
for very busy people you can make
it where a day is like a week and
make it over a whole year or eight
months,”’ O’Leary said.
When he'came to Seattle U 19
years ago, O’Leary helped to de-
velop a way for the faculty and staff
at the university to participate in
the exercises through the Spiritual
Exercises of Everyday Life (SEEL)
Puget Sound program.
“The university considers it
something important for the fac-
ulty and staff because the exer-
cises ground the whole spirituality
ofJesuits.”
Each year, about seven or eight
faculty and staff will participate
in the exercises. Some of the par-
ticipation numbers depend on how
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much money the university can give
to help with finances. According to
O’Leary, it costs about $1,800 to
make the exercises and the univer-
sity contributes $1,200 of that cost
for each faculty or staff member that
chooses to participate.
A few years ago,
several stu-
dents decided they wanted the
same opportunity.
“We have all explored interfaith
dialogues and we are of different
faiths and we’ve kind of tested
different ways of thinking, differ-
ent philosophies, different ways
of prayer and thought, before we
leave the university, we would like
to draw more deeply... into our
spiritual lives,” Nash was told by a
student. “We would like to do that
with the tools that are available to
us at Seattle University.”
Surprised yet inspired by the de-
termined students, Nash began to
develop a SEEL program for Seattle
U students.
“SEEL has allowed me to try and
view the world through a new lens
and make a commitment to me as
a whole human being,” said senior
Ben Neal in an email.
An extensive application process
is required for all faculty, staff and
students who wish to participate.
Students are asked to pay a fee
of $125.
“For most of our programs we
like to have some investment,” Nash
said. “There’s something about ac-
tually investing in it that implies
that commitment.” However, she
would never turn away someone
who would like to participate.
Nash and O’Leary would
also like to remind everyone that
participants are not required to
be Catholic.
In fact, many are not.
“I find that the exercises, while
unapologetically Christian in their
heart, are accessible from where you
are,” said Nash. “Part of the reason
for that is that even in the begin-
ning, Ignatius... talks about how
the exercises need to be adapted for
where the person is and meet the
retreater where they are.”
“It’s their journey,” O’Leary said.
“Where is this person andwhat’s go-
ing to help them open up? It’s dif-
ferent for every person.”
Available for juniors and senior
students, Nash acknowledges that
the exercises are not easy.
“Somehow you have to figure
out what’s going on for you amidst
this, amidst the chaos,” she said.
Still, the exercises are valuable
for anyone regardless of whether
or not they are Catholic, and Nash
and O’Leary would recommend
them to anyone with a desire to be-
come more involved in their own
faith tradition.
Colleen may be reached at
cfontana@su-spectator.com
Olympic Gold medalist, biology
professor takes medical leave
Katie Gilbert
Staff Writer
Shyril O’Steen lights up imme-
diately, defying a persistent cold,
when she talks about her years in
the Olympics and her research
on the evolution of guppies. Her
hoarse voice and faint breathing dis-
appear to be replaced by excitement
and laughter.
She sits in her Seattle home and
reminisces about her childhood,
athletic past and gold medal vic-
tory in the 1984 Olympics in Los
Angeles.
O’Steen, a biology professor at
Seattle University, grew up in Seattle
and loved animals and science ever
since childhood. Describing her-
self as “a kind offreak within [her]
family” because of her interest in
science, she explains that she read
Darwin and experimented to see
how things around her worked.
Her passion for science never fad-
ed, but during high school she took
up rowing, and continued with the
sport in college.
She loved “the power and the
precision” of the sport as well as be-
ing in synch with a team of other
people.
“It’s intoxicating to really make
the boat fly across the water... and
it is really magical feeling when the
balance, speed andprecision ofit all
comes together” O’Steen said.
While incollege at the University
of Washington, her team won
nationals, qualifying her for the
1984 Olympics.
O’Steen had rowed for eight
years before then, but doesn’t con-
sider herself in the same ranking as
current Olympians. The Olympics
were not as popular as they are to-
day back in the 1984.
“This was before all the gloryand
the money involved today,” O’Steen
said on the state of the event. “We
were just a bunch of unpaid, cra-
zy women psyched to compete
with [everyone].”
O’Steen and her team of eight
other women were favored to win.
O’Steen Says they might have been
at an advantage as well that year be-
cause of the Eastern Bloc boycott of
the Olympics.
But despite all her qualifying re-
marks, O’Steen was thrilled and is
proud to be a gold medalist.
Despite doubts and the pressure
to win as the favorites that year,
O’Steen’s team was victorious.
“We did it,” said O’Steen. “It
was hard, but we did it and that’s all
the matters.”
Afterthe victoryin the Olympics,
O’Steen didn’t slow down. She con-
tinued on with graduate school and
eventuallyreturned to Seatde to be-
come a professor at Seattle U.
Photo courtesy ofShyril O’Steen
Professor Shyril O’Steen poses in a courtyard while traveling
in Ecuador.
news In'-
Now she teaches evolution,
animal behavior and biology
for non-majors.
This year she is on sick leave
with Leukemia, but aftera stem cell
transplant and rest, she says will be
making her return in fall 2012.
“It’s a sure thing as far I am con-
cerned,” O’Steen said.
Drawing back on lessons from
her childhood, O’Steen knows that
she can do anything if she puts her
mind to it. As her dad told her,
“You can even go to the Olympics
ifyou want to.”











Students still confused about
Core revision implementation
The new Core will take effect
in 2013, but not everyone
knows what that means
Kellie Cox
Staff Writer
As Seattle University moves to-
ward full implementation, of its re-
vised Core curriculum in the fall of
2013, confusion has been expressed
by several students undergoing the
registration process as to how the
changes are to affect them.
In response to misinformation
regarding the looming change, ad-
ministrators are addressing student
misconceptions via mass email and
advising them to continue taking the
current Core in order to experience a
smooth transition.
The implementation of the new
Core is accompanied by a “do no
harm policy,” meaning that no stu-
dentwill have to take additionalclass-
es under the new Core. Students who
complete the current Core before fall
2013 will not have to take any courses
in the new Core, but the courses will
be available to them as electives.
Students who will not finish the
current Core by the implementa-
tion date will not have to take any
extra classes above and beyond what
they would take to complete the
current Core.
All completed credits, including
accepted credits from programs like
Advanced Placement, International
Baccalaureate and Running Start, will
be honored in the transfer.
“I think there is a lot of fear that
the classes [students are] taking now
somehow wont count and concern
that theywill need to retake the Core
when the new one comes in,” said
Carol Schneider, director of Student
Academic Services.
the spectator news
Although the transfer of these
current Core credits to the new
Core will be complicated, admin-
istrators are committed to “erring
on the side of the student” said Jeff
Philpott, director of the University
Core Curriculum. This includes
widespread acceptance of Petitions
for Exception to Policy and flexible
course-by-course transfers that will
assign many completed credits to
categories they might not normally
fit under, ensuring that credit is
given where credit is due.
“I want to find a home for ev-
ery class you’ve taken under the
current Core in the new Core and
that might not be very pretty some-
times... but I want to honor what
students have done in the current
Core,”Philpott said.
I want to honor what
students have done
in the current Core.
For students and advisors alike,
the movement away from acurricu-
lum that is discipline-based to a cur-
riculum that is learning outcomes-
based is the root of the confusion
surrounding the Core.
The switch from a discipline-
based Core to a learning outcomes-
based Core simply means that the
courses in the new Core are orga-
nized and credited based on the type
ofcourse rather than the subject the
course focuses on. Current classes are
not eliminated from the new Core,
but are simply “repackaged” into
Jeff Philpott
Director, Core Curriculum
courses with different names, sizes
and structures. For Matteo Ricci
College and the University Honors
Program, which will continue to
operate independently of the new
Core, this means that shared Core
classes will still be offered, but they
will also be “repackaged.”
Even though many questions
about the “repackaging” and oth-
er details of the transition linger
throughout the student population,
many Seattle U students have yet
to begin examining how the new
Core will affect them. Some stu-
dents are oblivious to the plans for
a new Core entirely, which stirs even
more confusion.
“I don’t even know any-
thing about it,” said sophomore
Emily Le.
Freshman Brad Walker attrib-
uted his own misconceptions to a
lack ofpersonal research.
“[Myconfusion] is mostly due to
not looking into it. [The emails] tell
you to look into it, but I haven’t got-
ten around to it yet,” said Walker.
Although Philpott encourages
students to utilize the e-mail’s link
to the Core revision and learn about
the changes, hesaid that researching
the new Core is not necessary.
“For right now, students will not
get themselves into trouble by con-
tinuing to take the existing Core,”
Philpott said. “I don’t think any stu-
dent needs to feel ‘Okay, I’m going
to get myself in trouble registering
for courses unless I really figure out
what’s happening in the new Core.’
If they just continue the old Core,
they’re going to be just fine.”
Kellie may be reached at
kcox@su-spectator.com
Latin American liberation theology and Jesuit martyrs
kept alive through memories at immersions and masses
Latin America had dealt with
extreme economic inequality and
oppression for decades. On any
Jesuit campus, the most famous
Latin American country to deal
with these issues is El Salvador.
The Jesuit response and the
martyrdom of Jesuits within
El Salvador make El Salvador
a theological touchstone for
many Jesuits and students at
Jesuit universities.
Latin American liberation the-
ology, which is an interpretation
of the Christian faith through
the suffering of the poor, how-
ever, was not accepted by the
official church.
“In the 1970s, liberation the-
ology was rising in church at the
base level, with the Jesuits at the
forefront of this movement,”
said Eddie Salazar, the adminis-
trative assistant in the Office of
Jesuit Mission and Identity. “[The
Jesuits] were educating the com-
mon people and helping them







the Jesuit response to the oppres-
sion in El Salvador and has since
swept Latin America, transform-
ing the face of Catholicism in
the region.
Oscar Romero, who became
Archbishop of San Salvador in
the late 1970s, saw that he was
no better offthan the poor. He
suffered with them and ultimately
was murdered for them.
“The Jesuits know that their
lives are at risk, but they still
teach as they always have and
follow our their priestly duties,”
Salazar said.
Others became martyrs in
El Salvador as well. Fr. Ignacio
Ellacuria, Fr. Ignacio Martin-
Baro, Fr. Segundo Montes, Fr.
Arnando Lopez, Fr. Juan Ramon
Moreno and Fr. Joaquin Lopez
were murdered in 1989 at the
University of Central America
(UCA) in San Salvador along
with their housekeeper and
her daughter.
On Nov. 16, the Celebration
The Mass of Hope
keeps the memory of
Jesuit martyrs alive.
of Hope took place in the
Chapel of St. Ignatius to honor
those eight who were murdered
in El Salvador on the day 22
years ago.
The homily, given by Michael
Kennedy, S.J., reflected a mes-
sage of following in what the six
Jesuits did at UCA — avoiding
silent and finding the courage to
su-spectator.com/news
speak truth to power
“I remember at that time when
Segundo Montes was killed, we
read what he had shared with us
at the Lord’s mission, speaking
truth to power,” Kennedy said.
Today, El Salvador is still strug-
gling with many ofthe problems
that have been present for previ-
ous decades.
Liberation theology
was rising in the
church... with the
Jesuits at the forefront.
“Conditions that were appar-
ent in the 1970s, like poverty and
unemployment, have returned,”
said Salazar. “Even though people
are struggling again with those
issues, there is still a great sense
ofhope.”
El Salvador also suffers with
high levels ofcrime, often in the
form ofgang violence.
“Gangs are now recruited to
do the work that the death squads
were doing,” said Salazar. “When
there is a murder attributed to the
gangs, those in power will say it
was a random crime.”
On some levels, though more
freedom has been given those who
subscribe to liberation theology.
“It used to be that Jesuit uni-
versities were watched by the
police and that it was illegal to
congregate, but that is not the
case anymore,” said Ted Fortier,
a professor of anthropology at
Seattle University.
A few Seattle U students and
facultyhave been to witness these
accounts in person through im-
mersion trips to Latin America.
“Last year, I took a number of
students down to El Salvador for
the 30 th anniversary ofRomero’s
assassination,” Fortier said. “Then
two years ago, Campus Ministry
and I took a group of people
down for the 20th anniversary of
the Jesuit martyrdom.”
The Office of Jesuit Identity
also takes a group of facultyevery
spring break to UCA Nicaragua
in Managua.
Faculty and students find that
the message of liberation theology
is the same everywhere.
“Despite their brutal history,
they maintain joy and a sense of
hope through it all,” Salazar said.
“I get a sense of hope from the
Salvadoran people themselves
and can’t help but to be one
with them.”






17” Cheese Pizza $1090
Monday Night from 8-11 PM
50% OFF IN HOUSE DINING
(Pizza, Caizones, House Salads, and Soda only)
Bring your Student ID
Reserve your party with us
Private space and 10% off your bill
Piecora’s NY Pizza
14TH'AND MADISON ■ PIECORAS.COM
City Council proposes plastic
bag ban and paper bag fine
Jordan Meyers
Staff Writer
The Seattle City Council
has proposed an outright ban
on plastic bags, as well as a five
cent tax on paper bags, that
would apply to all Seattle gro-
cery stores, convenience stores,
retailers and restaurants.
The fivecent taxwill be kept
by retailers in order to help off-
set the cost ofswitching to pa-
per bags, which are more cosdy
than plastic ones. Furthermore,
a tax exemption wifi be avail-
able for people on food
assistance programs.
“For people who might
struggle with the paper bag
tax, they can be exempt from
the nickel, and for everyone
else, it serves as a reminder that
we need to bring out reusable
bags,” said Josh Fogt, who works
in the office ofcouncil member
Mike O’Brien.
The new legislation was
introduced at a press confer-
ence last Monday to a widely
receptive audience of local gro-
cery stores, including Madison
Market and PCC Natural
Markets. Accordingto Fogt, the
proposal could be voted on by
the end of the year, but it may




cial. There’s enough research
to show that, and we’re not
recouping the cost ofour plas-
tic bags.... It’s the right thing
to do,” said Tony D’Onofrio,
sustainability coordinator of
Town & Country Markets.
Other stores, like QFC, are
Seattle trashes 292
million plastic bags
a year; City Council
hopes a ban will help
not only in support ofthe ban,
but the company has already
taken steps toward decreas-
ing the use of plastic bags
through increased sales of
reusable bags.
By 2014, Kroger, QFC’s
parent company, hopes
to have saved one billion
plastic bags.
The proposal, made by
O’Brien, is modeled almost
identically after the ban passed
by Bellingham City Council
in September. Seattle City
Council proposed a similar
ban in 2009, but Seattle vot-
ers rejected it largely because




said she remembers the 2009
proposal failing becausepeople
were “outraged that the gov-
ernment would try to regulate
what kind ofbags they used in
the grocery store.”
Sorensen said she thinks
CityCouncil will have to work
with retailers to gain support,
and engage in a public educa-
tion campaign and offer incen-
tive for people to achieve new
habits. Fogt said that’s more or
less what they are doing.
Before the proposal was
even introduced on Monday,
the council spoke with in-




Town & Country Market.
Environmental support
has come chiefly from a re-
port recently released by
Environment Washington.
The report revealed the dis-
coveryofa beached grey whale
in West Seattle with 20 plas-
tic bags in its stomach. Other
findings included plastic
particles found in every water sample
taken from Puget Sound and that only
6 percent ofplastic bags are recycled na-
tionwide. Seattle was fpund to expend
292 million bags per year.
“There are several environmental costs
of these bags. One is looking at the re-
sources required to make them, and also
the fate of the plastic bags once used,”
said Sorensen, who added that she would
like to see reusable bags used instead of
paper bags because they result in similar
environmental effects.
However, not everyone is in support
of the ban. The nation’s largest plastic
bag manufacturer, Hilex Poly, said Seattle
City Council was making an impulsive
decision by not examining the opportu-
nity for green jobs and reducing plastic
litter at the conference last Monday at
the Seattle Aquarium.
Furthermore, the highest rated com-
ments on a Seattle Times story regarding
the ban were predominately negative.
“The list could go on and on of plas-
tic products that are not good for the
Notice Inviting Third Party Comments
The nurse-midwifery education program at Seattle University, of Seattle, WA, is scheduled to be
reviewed by the Accreditation Commission for Midwifery Education's (ACME)* Board of Review (BOR)
for initial accreditation in June 2012.
ACME seeks input from the public and other interested parties about the quality and conduct of this
nurse-midwifery education program. In all instances, comments must directly relate to the continuing
accreditation of this program and the ACME Criteria for Programmatic Accreditation, December 2009
(revised November 2010). Members of the public must cite the particular criterion of concern in their
comments. The criteria can be found online at www.midwife.org/Accreditation at the bottom of the
page, at the bulleted "ACME Documents".
Written comments will be included with other program materials reviewed by the BOR. Comments may
be sent by email to jburke@acnm.orgor by US mail to ACME, 8403 Colesville Road, Suite 1550, Silver
Spring, MD 20910.
Comments are due to ACME by January 9, 2012.
Note: The Accreditation Commission for Midwifery Education was formerly known as the Division of
Accreditation (DOA) of the American College ofNurse-Midwives (ACNM).
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environment.... Placing a ban only on
‘plastic checkout bags’ will not solve
the problem,” said one Times reader
comment.
Despite some consumer reluctance,
Seattle and Bellingham aren’t the first to
address this issue.
In addition to Bellingham, Edmonds
and Portland, Ore. have initiated simi-
lar policies. Globally, at least 20 coun-
tries and more than 50 local govern-
ments have banned disposable plastic
bags, according to the Environment
Washington study.
“Really, Seattle has to catch up. This
is a global problem, and it’s time for
Seattle to takepart in the growing move-
ment against the harm of these bags,”
Fogt said.
The ban won’t be voted on until the
end ofthis year or the beginning ofnext
year, so there is still time for the council
to receive public input.
Jordan may be reached at
jmeyers@sli-spectator.com




M.A. in Social &
Sustainable Management
An innovative 11-month
graduate business degree for the
non-business major.
It’s here...an accessible business degree for
non-business majors who want to diversify
their skill sets, increase their marketability,
and bring hope to the world.
• Explore a Christian understanding ofethical
and sustainable business practices that
respect both people and the planet
• Develop relevant, real-world skills in
accounting, finance;economics, marketing,
and management
• Train and work beside a select group of
intelligent, like-minded students in a
hands-on educational model
• Study abroad in some of the world’s fastest
growing emerging markets (e.g. China, India):
• Intern with Seattle’s top businesses and
network with key professionals








are your thoughts about
the congressional super
committee being unable
to reach an agreement




Water Leak in Building
Tuesday, Nov. 22 4:30 a.m
Public Safety notified Facilities about water leaking inside the
Engineering Building. A deficiency was filed.
Lost Room Key
Tuesday, Nov. 22 11:20 a.m.
Public Safety requested that maintenance change a stu-
dent room lock in Campion Hall.
Alcohol
Tuesday, Nov. 22 11:30 p.m,
An alcohol violation in Campion Hall was investigated by Hous-
ing and Residence Life and Public Safety. The alcohol was
disposed of.
Trespass Warning
Wednesday, Nov. 23 1:11 p.m.
A non-affiliate was found sleeping in the second floor of the




North Campus Power Loss
Wednesday, Nov. 23 11:20 a.m.
Public Safety and Facilities responded to a city power
outage impacting 10 campus buildings. All elevators,
restrooms and buildings were checked, cleared and
secured. Power was restored to all affected buildings
an hour later.
Trip Hazard
Wednesday, Nov. 23 11:35 p.m,
A broken pavement trip hazard by the Administration building
was reported to facilities.
Malicious Mischief
Thursday, Nov. 24 2:15 am.
Students in Campion were documented forrunning across tops
of furniture.
Trespass Warned
Thursday, Nov. 24 11:15 a.m
A non-affiliate male was found sleeping on abench. Public
Safety responded and the man was escorted off campus.
Bike Theft
Friday, Nov. 25 2 p.m.
A student Student reported secured bike taken in past




“I think it’s ridiculous that
party officials are so worriet
about party lines that they
can no longer come to a
compromise.”






id “It’s shocking these days when
we do come to a consensus on
a large issue.”
Interviews and photos by Sy Bean | The Spectator
Disturbance
Friday, Nov. 25 11 p.m.
Public Safety askednon-affiliates to not skateboard on abuild-
ing railing near the Douglas. The non-affiliates then blocked
traffic and stopped an ambulance on an emergency run to a
local hospital. The Seattle Police Department was notified and
the suspects cleared the area.
StudentSafety Assist
Saturday, Nov. 26 3:30 am.
Seattle Police Department officers found an intoxicated female
student wandering the street without shoes and transported
her back to campus. Housing and Residence Life followed up.
Medical Assist
Saturday, Nov. 26, 4:55 p.m
An athlete at Connolly Center dislocated their knee and was
transportedto a local hospital.
Alcohol
Saturday, Nov. 26, 8:00 p.m.
Housing and Residence life and Public Safety documented
underage students for alcohol.
Graffiti Tags
Saturday, Nov. 26 - Sunday, Nov. 27
Public Safety found four graffiti tags on campus and city property




“It’s completely expected. I




1. A pitcher may take one
5. Well-founded
10. Tabula
14. Baseball family name
15. Small antelope
16. What there oughta be








25. Al Jolson’s real first name
26. Gold coin
29. Greek letters
32. Light on one’s feet
36. Oil of _
bestcrosswords.com







48. “Rushmore” director Anderson
49. Cockeyed
50. 6, on a phone
52. Pipe down!
53. Karyokinesis
57. Healed over, like a scrape
61. Black-and-white cookie
62. Coherent light beam
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Gregoire’s proposal would I
drastically cut financial aid, percent
but will students’ sacrifices I
be worth it? I
Student financial aid at risk after congressional failure
Ashley Roe
Staff Writer
Potential state and federal budget cuts
to higher education funding have students
talking nationwide. Over 86 percent of un-
dergraduate students at Seattle University
obtain financial aid, so any cuts will afFect
the majority of the student body.
Cuts to student financial aid were allot-
ted to be a fair portion of the $1.2 trillion
that lawmakers hope to cut from federal
spending over the next 10 years. So far
though, no federal cuts have been passed.
The congressional super committee,
which was in charge ofmaking a decision
on the proposed changes, announced on
Nov. 21 that they could not reach an
agreement on the issue.
The super committee has not reached a
consensus, so automatic spending reductions
are set to begin in fiscal year 2013.
These automatic reductions could af-
fect the Federal Pell Grant and the Federal
Supplemental Opportunity Grant [SEOG]
programs, which according to Lindy Hall,
interim director for Student Financial
Services at Seattle U, are the federal finan-
cial aid options that a number ofSeattle U
students are currently utilizing.
The Pell Grant is covered by the Higher
Education Act of 1965, which was enacted
to help provide students with financial
support in post-secondary and higher ed-
ucation. Today, recipients are eligible to
receive up to $5,550 per year to fund their
educational exploits.
According to the U.S. Department of
Education’s website, approximately $41
Political apathy concerns ASSU in face of aid cuts
Dallas Goschie
News Editor
Before Thanksgiving, federal lawmak-




e cuts to the budget.
r, enough barbs were ex-
on Sunday morning talk
bat discussion came to a
ling halt and committee
iers agreed to disagree —
ng that they would be
ble to come to a con-




liscussion of the poten-
tial budget cuts - which
were expected to affect




thy, David Lance, as-
sistant to the executive
vice president and assis-
tant university counsel
at Seattle U, is responsi-
ble for tracking govern-
nent affairs that might
ffect the university, took
:tion. He alerted ASSU
the looming cuts and
:ouraged them to par-
pate in a Save Student
ictition being circulated
: Student Aid Alliance, a
wide network of higher
in associations intent on
g financial aid for uni-
dents.
slated to begin in an
billion was appropriated to the Pell Grant
in 2011. If the cuts are enacted, the Pell
Grant could be reduced by $3.6 billion
within just the next year.
Other changes, such as limiting the
eligibility for Pell Grants from nine years
to six and changing the qualifications for
those who receive the Pell Grant could
be made if the reforms are passed,
according to the Committee of
Appropriations website.
[Suspending the State Work
Study program] cuts state
aid to 7,600 students
beginning fall term 2012.
Office of Financial Management
“Aside from the Pell Grant, the remain-
ing $2.3 billion in annual federal student
aid funding will be subjected to approxi-
mately $ 183 million in cuts in [fiscal year]
2013, of which about $138 million will
occur in 2012-13,” according to the web-
site Fastweb, a resource for paying and pre-
paring for college. “This includes cuts to
Federal Work-Study, SEOG and TEACH
Grant programs.”
SEOG is another widely-used federal
grant. Currently, award recipients are eli-
gible to receive between $100 and $4,000
a yean
adjunct teaching capacity within the law
school in 2013.
“There [was] a... sort of an alarm get-
ting rung within higher education on mak-
ing sure students [were] aware of [potential
cuts to student financial aid],” said Lance.
ASSU President Katie Wieliczkiewicz
agreed with Lance that supporting student
aid should be a priority for the student as-
sociation. She circulated a mass email en-
couraging students to sign the petition
“So many students, about 80 percent,
receive some sort of financial aid, whether
that is work study, loans or grants. Those
80 percent are our constituents... . I’m one
of them,” said Wieliczkiewicz. “It makes
sense for us to be involved because of who
we are, but it’s important for us to be in-
volved because of who we represent.”
Our students talk the talk
a lot... But we can’t get
them to walk the walk...
We need to get involved.
Katie Wieliczkiewicz
ASSU President
In her email, Wieliczkiewiczexpressed
her goal that 80 percent of the student
body, reflective of the approximate 80 per-
cent of students who receive financial aid,
would sign the petition.
The goal, Wieliczkiewiczadmitted, was
a lofty one - especially just after news of
the disappointingly low student election
participation rates was released.
“I don’t think [the 80 percent goal] is
reasonable, at all. I know when I put it in
SEOG had $757 million appropriated
to it each year from 2008 to 2010. The
figures for the 2011 fiscal year are not
yet available.
On a more local level, Washington state
has been facing budget cuts for quite some
time now. Governor Christine Gregoire
has continued to propose cuts on student
financial aid.
Public universities in Washington have
already begun preparing for potential bud-
get cuts,
The UniversityofWashington increased
their tuition 20 percent this year. The addi-
tional 4 percent added to the recommend-
ed 16 percent was to gain extra revenue
that would be used to provide loans and
scholarships that the state could not aid the
school with.
This latest state budget cut will also af-
fect private universities on a greater scale
than in the past.
“The proposed budget reduces the grant
amount for students attending an inde-
pendent college by 30 percent ($2,500)
next year to save about one-half of 1
percent of the higher education
budget,” said the Independent Colleges of
Washington website.
State grants thaf aid Seattle U students
in paying for their education could po-
tentially put this university out of reach.
“Both the State Need Grant and the
State Work-Study program are being uti-
lized by a portion of the students currently
enrolled at Seattle University,” Hall said.
Washington’s State Need Grant awards
between $1,357 to $9,280 per year to full-
time students.
there I was dreaming big. But, I do have
to say, surprisingly, after the first day al-
ready 574 students had signed on. That’s
more than half that voted for elections,”
Wieliczkiewicz said.
The essential message of the petition,
found on the StudentAid Alliance website,
is simple. Signers agree that they “support
protecting federal student aid. [And want
to] keep college within reach for our na-
tion’s students and families.”
The most recent report that Lance re-
ceived noted that 881 Seattle U students
had signed to support the petition - plac-
ing the university (as well as nine other
Jesuit universities) well within the top 25
participating universities.
Since then, however, several new signa-
tures have been gained. On Nov. 18, the
Student Aid Alliance announced that they
had delivered a petition containing more
than 100,000 signatures to the congressio-
nal super committee before they were set
to make their initial decision.
The organization’s website reports that,
as ofpress time, 132,659people had signed
on to the petition. Petitions and letter writ-
ing can seem ineffective, but Lance notes
that there may be a value to getting your
concerns known by any means necessary.
“If you don’t assert yourself, if [educa-
tion] isn’t important to students at Seattle
University and students nationwide...
there won’t be a seat at the table. It would
seem that [cutting financial aid] would be
a potentially easy way to close the budget
gap if people aren’t making their interests
known,” Lance said.
ASSU developed several tactics in
hopes of increasing participation at Seattle
U. Along with sending mass emails,
Wieliczkiewicz noted that they had ini-
tiated a partnership between the student
governmental body and RHA that would
allow concerned students to table for the
November 30, 2011
“In fiscal year 2011, the program used
about $202 million in state money, about
$1.3 million in federal matching funds,
and $25 million in local institution funds
to help about 70,000 students go to col-
lege,” said the State Need Grant Program
Manual for 2011-2012.
In addition, the work-studyprogram is
lauded for allowing students to get work
experience while helping them earn money
to pay off their tuition.
“In 2010-11, an estimated 7,800
students earned about $22 million —
roughly $15 million from the state,
and $7 million leveraged through
matching dollars from participat-
ing employers,” said the Washington
Higher Education Coordinating
Board website.
Governor Gregoire’s newest idea is to
suspend the state work study program in
order to bring in $8.1 million, which was
brought to light in the supplemental bud-
get proposal.
“[Suspending the State Work Study
program] cuts state aid to 7,600 students
at public and private colleges and univer-
sities beginning fall term 2012,” said the
office of financial management website.
ASSU is pushing to ensure these forms
of financial aid remain available.
ASSU has been urging students to sign
the Save Student Aid petition that address-
es federal financial aid, and to send letters
ofconcern to state lawmakers in Olympia.
Ashley may be reached at
aroe@su-spectator.com
cause in the residence halls and in Pigott
and C-Street.
Wieliczkiewicz noted that the large ef-
fort ASSU was undertaking in hopes of
increasing participation is reflective of the
magnitude of the issue itself.
Voting in ASSU elections is
very important. But at the
same time, it’s not at the
same level as financial aid.
Katie Wieliczkiewicz
ASSU President
“This maysound bad, but... I think that
voting in ASSU elections is very important.
But at the same time, it’s not at the same
level as financial aid, and how much more
that can affect you,” Wieliczkiewicz said.
The verdict is still out as to whether or
not cuts to educational aid funding will
take place, and how substantial these cuts
will be as students across the country wait
for a decision from the bipartisan super
committee. Meanwhile, Wieliczkiewicz
hopes that increased involvement in this
petition will reverse a disturbing trend of
political apathy that she has noticed among
students at Seatde U.
“Our students talk the talk a lot, that
they are civically engaged, that they are
involved... But we can’t get them to walk
the walk,” Wieliczkiewicz said. “I’m hop-
ing this is kind of like a call to action. This
is our chance. We need to get involved.”
Dallas may be reached at
dqoschie@su-spectator.com
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City grants millions to
Katie Gilbert
Staff Writer
Mayor Mike McGinn declared
his decision to grant $7.66 mil-
lion to renovate the 29,000square
foot East Precinct police parking
lot on 12th Avenue into a three-
story mixed-used housing and
art complex.
McGinn made the announce-
ment about the future construc-
tion site on the rainiest day of the
month. Neighbors and business
This is going to
activate an under-
resourced arts space
owners, supporters for almost a
decade of the 12th AveArts com-
plex, as it has come to be called,
were there to hear the plans fi-
nally set in motion.
Capitol Hill Housings plans for
the complex will offeran estimated
88 affordable homes at $450 per
month, two theaters, studio and
retail space, as well as an under-




The project is slated to be com-
pleted fall of2014 with the help
of the entire Seattle community.
Neighbors, businesses, the state and
McGinn have all come together to
support the cause and grant money
to Capitol Hill Housing (CHH),
raising $10.66 million out of the
$38 million needed to complete
the complex.
In June a $500,000 anonymous
donation started off the funds for
the art complex. This was followed
in September by local businesses,
such as Molly Moon’s Ice Cream
and Caffe Vita, who managed to
raise $122,000.
However, the funding granted
by McGinn may be lessened de-
pending on the amount of funding
CHH can raise.
“We like to fill the gap,” Rick
Hooper of the Mayor’s Office of
Housing said about the objectives
of CHH. They grant money to
organizations to provide low in-
come housing but only as much as
is needed.
“We thought it was a terrific
project to fund,” said Hooper. “We
really like the units that would be
created and it is a great location.”
The art complex will not only
provide affordable housing but
will also created “badly needed”
performing arts space as Hooper
said, as well as a more secure
entertainment
turn parking lot into arts center
location for the East Precinct
police parking lot.
However, CHH still does not
have all the funding for the complex.
New market credit will be coming in
the winter said Michael Seiwerath of
CHH, leaving another $10 million
to be raised.
“This is going to transform and
activate an under-resourced arts
space.... It will activate the block
acting as a lynch pin forprogress on
Photo courtesy of Capitol Hill Housing
A 12th Ave. arts complex is well on its way to earning the $38 million it needs to open in 2014.
Capitol Hill... as well as provide a
more secure facility for the Seattle
police department,” Seiwerath said.
McGinn agreed with those
sentiments, echoing his approval
of the space.
Seattle residents, community space,
and the Capitol Hill neighbor-
hood.... We are taking action to
help support such a vibrant Seattle
neighborhood,” said McGinn.
“This is a win for lower-income
With arts acting as a “driver
in our city’s urban develop-
ment and a benchmark of our
city’s viability,” as Seattle City
Council member Nick Licata
said, the arts complex will at-
tempt to plant a seed in the
already flourishing Capitol Hill
neighborhood.
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STUDENTS -Students will receive one complimentary admission by showing a valid Seattle U ID at the special student gate on the West side of the Arena, near the bus drop-off location on First Avenue North. Guests of
students can purchase a student section guest pass at the student gate for $4 when accompanied by a Seattle U student. The student gate will open 60 minutes before each game. Students can sit in Sections 104, 106 or
107. Graduate and law students will receive tickets for Section 108.
Students that prefer to sit with family or friends should accompany them to the East Box Office. By showing a valid student ID at the time of purchasing the other tickets, the student will receive a complimentary ticket
adjacent to the paid tickets.
FACULTY/STAFF - Seattle University faculty and staff can claim up to two complimentary tickets at the East box office at KeyArena. Adjacent tickets can be purchased for the discounted price of $8 each. The East Box
Office will open 90 minutes before each game Doors open 60 minutes prior to the scheduled start time.
CAMPUS SHUTTLE SERVICE - Complimentary shuttle transportation between Seattle U and KeyArena will be available beginning at 11:30 a.m., 45 minutes before the start of the women s basketball game, and will run
continuously until 30 minutes after the conclusion of the men’s basketball game. The pickup point on campus is Marion Street entrance.
su-spectator.com/entertainment
Cal Anderson to play holiday host to new ice rink
An aerial shows the location for the Capitol Hill skating rink. Artificial ice will be flown in to cover the
basketball court and provide fun holiday entertainment for people of all ages.
Rosalie Cabison
Staff Writer -
living in this particular
neighborhood,” said Wells. “We
have a beautiful urban park in
the middle of a really densely
populated urban setting. But in
the winter, people are in it less
than they are in the beautiful
days and we thought this was
a way to celebrate the holidays
Balloons and clay pigeons: SU Marksmanship Club
Sam Kettering
Staff Writer
An atmosphere of boisterous camara-
derie filled the van of Seattle University
Marksmanship Club members on its way to
the Interlake Sporting Association. The stu-
dents chose a crisp, chilly November after-
noon to hold their final session ofthe quarter.
Instead of gathering for a typical open shoot
day, wherein newcomers may join their ranks
and travekwith them to the arange in Renton,
the Marksmanship Club members in atten-
dance would soon take part in a competition
meant to test their skill and accuracy with
a longrifle.
Founded in 1983, the group will celebrate
its 30th anniversary in 2013. Almost three de-
cades later, the clubs current members remain
as committed to learning about how to prop-
erly handle and fire rifles, pistols andshotguns
as the founding students of the 1980s.
“The Marksmanship Club focuses more on
the sport ofshooting guns,” said junior Kyle
Vanderstoep, the groups transportation sec-
retary. “It’s very much about being accurate.”
Each new attendee participates in a safety
course taught by theclub’s faculty advisor, as-
sociate English professor AndrewTadie, before
they may handle a gun.
“ [The safety course] includes a lot ofinfor-
mation you should know about the basics,”
said Ana Garza Granados, who joined the
Marksmanship Club last year. “Hopefully
the more [Tadie] says, the more you’ll absorb.”
Onceon the shooting range, every member
must abide by the safety guidelines.
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and do something special and
keep it active during the winter
time with the winter festivity
things that people like to do on
the hill.”
The biggest question on the
minds of Capitol Hill inhabit-
ants is, of course, “How much
will it cost?” The price, which
includes skate rental, will be
$12 for adults and $6 for chil-
dren eight and under. The rink
“We have a set of rules we need to fol-
low to make sure everyone on the range is
comfortable with us,” said senior Kelvin Luu,
If you rush your shots
you miss everything, so
you have to slow down,
concentrate, focus, and
block out everything.
one ofthe club’s co-presidents. “These are very
dangerous weapons, and ifyou’redoing some-
thing that’s making other people on the range
uncomfortable, nobody is going to be happy
with you.”
Many members join for the opportunity to
learn how to shoot anddiscover that the sport
teaches them patience and discipline.
“If you rush your shots, you miss every-
thing, so you have to slow down, concentrate,
focus, block out everything around you,” said
sophomore computer science major Brendan
Miller, who also serves as the club’s publicity
officer. “It’s a great way to learn how to focus
on one small point... and you also have to
learn how to be centered and balanced.”
Miller’s centeredness and balance served
takes credit card only but pre-
sale tickets can be bought with
cash at Caffe Vita. The average
college student on the budget of
“barely enough money to eat”
may balk at the price but the
opportunistic individual can
take advantage of a discount on
Dec. 6. On the rink’s first day,
the first 100 attendees will get to
skate for free. Free hot chocolate
will be provided by Caffe Vita
Brendan Miller
Sophomore
Kateri Town | The Spectator
him well during the day’s competition.
After arriving at the Interlake Sporting
Association and mixing some hot chocolate
in the facility’s clubhouse, the Marksmanship
Club members in attendance headed down
a steep slope to one of the forested shooting
ranges. Redmond’s City Hall sits on the other
side ofthe range’s woods, so to prevent bullets
from traveling into the neighboring city, the
targets hung in front ofa giant mound of dirt.
For the sake of the competition, threeclub
members would shoot at the same time, each
aiming for their three respective fist-sized bal-
loons. If they succeeded in hitting all three
balloons, they would aim for a bright orange
clay pigeon. The first person to shoot the clay
pigeon won the round.
Miller managed to complete the feat
twice: once in an initial round and then
again in a run-off competition with two other
round winners.
[Luu] has found a
better understanding
of firearms can help
people be less afraid.
The members of the Marksmanship Club
varied in their responses when asked if they felt
there was a stigma associated with belonging
to a shooting club.
and all are welcome to enjoy
the rink’s opening ceremony,
which will be attended Mayor
Mike McGinn.
We thought this was
a way to keep it active
during the winter time,
Michael Wells
Cap Hill Chamber of Commerce
For perks during day-to-day
operations, there are a few that
will sweeten the deal and soften
the $12 blow. First, items with
receipts from merchants on the
Hill are going to be eligible for
free gift wrapping as you skate.
Second, lights and musicshould
make for a priceless experience if
you’re into sentimental holiday
mush or pretending that life is
a movie. Third, if no one skates
then the ice rinkwon’t be able to
return next year. Cronauer insist-
ed that $12 is the price necessary
in order to break even.
With social justice always
on the mind of the Seattle
University student or faculty
member, there is potential in the
future for proceeds to benefit a
charitable partner if Pike/Pine
Events can turn a profit.
“This year, the hope is to pull
it off. From here on out, we’ll be
looking for charitable partners
but I think this year the inten-
tion just is to make it happen for
the community,” Wells said.
For the Seattle U student or
facultywith community-building
entertainment
“A lot ofmy friends have raised their eye-
brows, especially when they’ve heard that
I’m the president of Markmenship Club,”
Luu said. “But then they say, ‘I see how that
can work.’”
When his friends express a deep fear of
guns, Luu recommends that they come out
for a shoot to familiarize themselveswith how
to use the weapons. He has found that often a
better understanding offirearms can help peo-
ple be less afraid ofthem and their function.
Throughout his tenure as the faculty
sponsor for Marksmanship Club, Tadie
has helped the club to grow and overcome
challenges. Several years ago, the Interlake
Sporting Association, which makes traveling
to a shooting range affordable for the club,
shut down for a year
and Tadie struggled to
find another area thatcould accommodate the
group. Eventually he arranged a deal with an
outdoor range in Renton that allowed the
Marksmanship Club to continue.
Tadie said he’s always been surprised out
how supportive the university has been of
the club.
“Since 1983, the person I’ve had to deal
with in Recreational Sports has been fully
supportive, to a point that just amazes me,”
he said.
The club will hold its first pistol and rifle
shoot ofwinter quarter on Jan. 6. In the up-
coming year the Marksmanship Club’s of-
ficers also hope they can begin to assemble a
trap shooting team.
Sam may be reached at
skettering@su-spectator.com
the spectator
on their mind, they should be
pleased to know that a driving
force behind this ice rink was
the intention to strengthen the
Capitol Hill community.
“People often come to Capitol
Hill for nightlife and food and
music — and we have a great
scene for that — but you have to
have a very balanced neighbor-
hood in order to be successful
and what we might be lacking
in is something for community,
family, but really for everyone.
This will be a nice fit for that,”
Cronauer said.
If anyone is wondering where
the ice rink is going, it will be
It was about time
that Capitol Hill had
its own ice rink,
plopped on top of the basketball
court and a professional group
will come in to install fake, pro-
fessional-grade ice. To endure
Seattle’s infamous rain, the rink
will also be tented.
The Capitol Hill Ice Rink
will operate from Dec. 6 until
Dec. 24 from 11 a.m. to 10
p.m. in Cal Anderson Park.
For more information, visit
capitolhillicerink.com
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Olivia Johnson
Staff Writer
Goose is the bird of the 1 percent. This
is true for several reasons. First, according
to any one of your local neighborhood
sustainable butchers, goose is around $8
per pound, and weighing in at around an
average of 10 pounds, this does not make
for a cheap meal. Second, tracking down
a restaurant in Seattle that serves goose
and is not either fancy, French or a com-
bination of the two is next to impossible.
And thus I found myself on a fate-
ful path leading straight to foie gras.
Vegetarians and the faint of heart (or
stomach) beware, as this path is a treach-
erous one indeed.
Foie gras, the bane of PETA’s existence
and source of French culinary pride for
centuries, is fattened goose liver. It is
usually served with bread and cheese, ac-
cording to the Paris Grocery, located in
Pike Place Market, one of the few places
in the city where such an item can even
be found.
I found myself there after doing ev-
ery possible Google search involving the
words “goose,” “restaurant” and “Seattle”
to no avail. My search revealed that only
few shops in Seattle even carry goose,
and even fewer restaurants serve it. I had
however learned that while procuring an
entire goose was rapidly becoming more
and more difficult, there was an alterna-
tive in reach: pate.
As my Google searches narrowed in
scope, I discovered there were in fact nu-
merous options for obtaining the “deli-
cacy.” In weighing my options and cal-
culating time before the deadline arrived
in which I would actually have to eat the
fowl, I tried not to think too much about
what I was about to consume. Phrases
like, “You can’t knock it until you’ve tried




So you just got back from eating turkey. Then in about two weeks, you
go back home, and you most likely eat turkey again for the holidays.
BORING. We at The Spectator got adventurous and tried some of
the more fanciful fowl we could find. So you can take your turkey and
STUFF IT. Let The Spectator blow your avian mind with
these turkey alternatives,
consuming much more exotic, and likely
more disgusting, animals began running
through my head as I steeled myself to
eat what PETA has called “the delicacy
of despair.”
The French flag waved outside Paris
Grocery. Upon entering, I headed straight
for the man behind the counter of chill-
ing delicacies
“Do you have any goose products?” I
tried to ask as nonchalantly as you can
possibly ask that question.
My first tip-off to trouble should have
been in his reply.
“You might like to try the goose
mousse,” he said, likely only slightly be-
wildered at the strangenessof the request.
Goose mousse, he kindly informed
me, was a type of pate sourced directly
from France, and best served with a nice
baguette and brie cheese. Ignoring the
now glaring fact that one should never
consume food that sounds like the title
of a Dr. Seuss book, I asked him to wrap
some up
for me.
After trying to build up strength enough
to eat the spongy, grayish square he hand-
ed me walking back from downtown, I
smeared some of the substance along with
some nice cheese on the baguette.
What greeted me was an altogether
not too appetizing taste that ix exactly
what you would imagine a grayish,
spongy blob of fattened fowl liver to be.
I quickly wrapped up the remaining
foie gras.
And so at the end of my wild goose
chase I had learned one thing: while
goose may be the bird of the 1 percent, if
that leaves the 99 percent with the classic
holiday turkey, that’s just fine with me.
It may not be as classy, but it sure is less
grayish and spongy.




If you have ever seen “A Christmas
Story,” you are surely familiar with the
Christmas duck, roasted head and all,
smiling up at Ralphie’s family from the
dinner table. Take a walk in Seattle’s
International District any day of the
week and a myriad of roast ducks will
look out at you from the windows of
restaurants and Chinese barbecue shops.
A whole duck will cost you between
about $20 or $30, depending on where you
go. The butcher will give you the option of
taking the head home with you after the
duck is chopped. Given that most Western
poultry recipes do not call for cooking with
the head on, procuring the bird can be an
experience in and of itself.
But curious eaters shouldn’t be scared
away by those beady little eyes; duck
tastes quite good. Just like chicken.
Actually, not really that much like chick-
en. It is gamier and has a much higher
fat content, which keeps the bird moist,
even when reheated in the oven after it
has been roasted.
During the holidays when my family
cooks turkey, the first thing we generally
start pickingat is the skin. Duck takes this
guilty pleasure to a whole new level. It is
perfectly crisp and peels cleanly away from
the fat, so it is all crunch and no gristle.
With its rich, slightly gamey flavor,
duck can be paired with most traditional
holiday side dishes but it goes best with
dark greens or fruity flavors. Most
Chinese barbecues will give you a side
of plum sauce with the bird, which is
just the right amount ofsweet and tart to
complement the savory meat. But if the
duck is being cooked at home, a home-
made citrus sauce would also suffice.
The only downside to duck is that,
because it is a small bird with less meat,
it is much more difficult to carve than
a turkey. Most duck-sellers will offer
to chop it for you, but that does not
mean the off-the-bone style of carving
most carnivores are used to. The duck is
chopped bone and all, so the diner has to
pry the meat from the bone herself. This
is messy work, but it is totally worth it,
as traditional carving would leave a lot
of meat to be wasted.
The leftovers were not as plentiful as
turkey, but were just as versatile. Duck
bones, feet and head can be used to make
a duck stock to be used in soups and the
leftover duck meat reheats nicely. There
is enough fat on a duck that it can be
reheated in a frying pan without any
additional oil and is quickly restored to
crispy deliciousness. I didn’t try it in a
sandwich, but ifthere were still leftovers
to be had, I imagine cold duck would
be great on some toasted bread with hot
mustard and spinach.






This Thanksgiving break I got acquaint-
ed with the baby of the poultry family, the
Cornish game hen. A Cornish game hen
only weighs a few pounds at most, mine
weighing a little over a pound. Cornish
game hens, it turns out, are also the big-
gest liars in the animal kingdom. Nothing
in their name is true; they aren’t game
birds, they aren’t always hens, and they’re
almost never actually Cornish. These ram-
pant misnomers were enough to make me
skeptical right off the bat, but I decided to
follow through and actually tryeating one.
The main reason these birds are so small
isn’t just breeding, they’re also baby chick-
ens. Cornish game hens are usually around
four weeks old when they’re butchered. If
you don’t like eating baby animals, you
should just stick to the regular chickens.
I assumed itwould be hard to get a hold
of, but it turns out you can get a Cornish
game hen at just about any grocery store; I
got mine at QFC from a big bin offrozen
Cornish game hens. The whole bird cost
about 5 dollars.
I didn’t really know anything about pre-
paring poultry, so I had to look up some
tips for how to prepare birds. I ended up
Find a few of these fowl at sustainable Rain Shadow Meats
Cameron Drews
Staff Writer
The butchers at Rain Shadow
Meats aren’t shy about their meat.
All of their products come from
either Oregon orWashington, and
they want to make sure their cus-
tomers know it.
All year round, Rain Shadow
sells top-notch beef, pork, lamb
and poultry. Every last animal
that ends up at Rain Shadow was
ethically raised — even their veal.
“It's not your run-of-the-
mill tortured veal,” said Maxwell
Morttoure, a Rain Shadow butcher.
According to a recent Stranger
article, the Rain Shadow butchers
don’t just choose their farms based
on the treatment of the animals.
They also payclose attention to the
farmers themselves.
“I look at the rancher’s charac-
ter. That's huge. Ranchers, wheth-
er they’re raising cows or lamb, are
some of the nicest people in the
world,” said Russ Flint, another
covering the bird in melted butter, then
rubbing in a bunch of salt, pepper, thyme
and rosemary. Then I sliced up a lemon
and covered the bird with juice. I figured
everything tastes better when cooked with
alcohol, so I also poured a glass of wine
on it.
Birds this small don’t need to be cooked
very long; I only had mine in the oven for
about a half hour at 350 degrees.
It turns out they taste pretty much ex-
actly like chicken, which makes sense be-
cause they technically are chickens. I was a
little bit disappointed at first, as I assumed
Cornish game hens would be some sort of
amazing delicacy far superior to the other
members of the poultry family, but it really
wasn’t. It was pretty bland, which is prob-
ably only partially due to my inability to
properly season food. I decided to give the
hen another chance, so I boiled the bones
and cartridge with an onion and some cel-
ery to make a broth. It took a day or so
to make, and the next day I made a soup
with the broth and some leftover meat and
vegetables. The broth was far more flavorful
than the meat on its own.
J. Adrian may be reached at
sports@su-spectator.com
Rain Shadow butcher.
Montoure also talked about the
importance of the farmer-butcher
relationship.
“I like to have had a beer with
my farmer,” he said.
Some of the farms include
Anderson Valley, Jones Family,
Tails and Trotters, Thundering
Hooves and Mad Hatcher. This
Thanksgiving, Mad Hatcher Farms
and NickyFarms raised turkeys es-
pecially for Rain Shadow Meats.
The number ofbirds amounted to
Jake McCune
Volunteer Writer
Pheasant. You’ve read about it in countless
Charles Dickens novels, but you’ve never run
across the chance to try the tantalizing, aristo-
craticbird. Fear not, dear reader, for I have done
your work for you. I picked up a pheasant the
day before Thanksgiving from Don and Joe’s
Meats down in Pike Place Market. The small-
ness of the bird was surprising. I had always
imagined a pheasant to be about the size ofa
chicken, but in reality it’s about half diatsize. In
myresearch I came across a number of different
recipes involving pheasant, but ifI was going to
judge this bird against a turkey, there was only
one way to cook it; brine and roast. I used a
simple brine with bay leaves and juniperberries
overnight, buttered and salted the bird in the
morning. After roasting for about anhour, the
bird was ready to becooled and eaten. It was at
this juncture that Irealized Ihad no ideahow to
carve abird for serving. Several YouTube videos
later, I managed todismantle mywhole-roasted
golden wonder into a pile ofmeat, wings and
legs. It was time to eat.
The good news here is that pheasant is de-
licious. To amend an old adage, it tastes like
chicken but even better. Everything that is
around 200 this season, which in-
cludes both hens and tom turkeys.
But turkeys aren’t the only
hot products this time of year.
Montoure said that customers
tend to purchase a lot oflarge loafs
this time ofyear. They buy hearty
roasts and comfort food.
“It’s always a madhouse around
the holidays,” Montoure said.
To learn more about the prac-
tices of Rain Shadow meats, you
can stop by and pick up a few
pamphlets. You could also just
entertainment
good about chicken — the texture, the taste,
the fact that it can go in just about any meal
— all of these are made better by pheasant.
Ifgiant pheasants suddenly replaced chickens
around the world we’d all be better off for it.
It’s heartierand more flavorful, ifonly it wasn’t
$10 per pound. I guess that’s why it’s always
beingserved at fancyfeasts in British Literature.
As far as stacking up against turkey, the old
T-Bird doesn’t stand a chance. Pheasant out-
classes dried up turkey across the board.
The test doesn’t quite end there though.
Any bird that’s being eaten on a holiday oc-
casion has to be judged by one more stan-
dard: How good are the leftovers? Pheasant
leftovers, I’m sad to say, don’t taste quite as
goodon a sandwich as the leftovers of its dear
cousin Turkey. The size of the bird doesn’t
lend itselfwell to being kept long, and all
that I had to make a sandwich out of was
thigh and leg meat. So let this be a lesson
to those curious about eating pheasant: it’s a
tiny bird, I recommend you eat it all in one
sitting or share some with a friend. When it’s
fresh out of the oven it’s one of the tastiest
poultries around.
Jake may be reached at
mccunec@seattleu.edu
mmm
strike up a conversation with one
of the butchers. They’re always
willing to discuss the prime qual-
ity oftheir products. According to
Rain Shadow’s website, they plan
to begin offering classes on meat
and butchery. Customers who
participate in the classes will learn
all about custom cuts ofmeat and
special order possibilities.




Women’s basketball falls to San Diego Toreros
Daniel Bentson
Volunteer Writer
Women’s basketball suffered an82-65 defeat
at the hands of the University ofSan Diego
Toreros on Saturday in the fourth game of
the season.
The Redhawks kept pace with the Toreros
for much of the game, but Seattle Us defense
was no match for the USDs strong offensive
play. The Redhawks began with a lead, but by
the end of the first period the advantage was to
the Toreros, 35-24. For the remainder of the
game, Seatde U could not retake the lead.
The Toreros pulled away in the second pe-
riod, putting up 47 points to Seatde Us 41,
and the game ended with a final score of82-
65. Morgan Woodrow led the Toreros with 24
points, while Daidra Brown was the top scorer
for Seattle U with 17.
“We didn’t get a good start. We were out-
rebounded early [and] had to play catch-up,”
said head coach Joan Bonvicini.
“We missed a lot ofsecond-chance oppor-
tunities,” said junior Daidra Brown.
Bonvicini has high expectations ofher team.
“We need to be more consistent. Start with
defense, and playsmarter on the offensive end,”
Bonvicini said.
This was the fourth game of the season for
the Redhawks, who were 2-2 after the USD
game. The team competed in a tournament
over Thanksgiving weekend at the Connolly
Center, playing teams from Akron, Loyola
Chicago and San Francisco. Heading into the
tournament, players and coacheswere anxious
to see better results.
Men’s basketball suffers defeat at KeyArena
Sam Kettering
Senior Staff Writer
Seattle University’s men’s bas-
ketball team kept pace with the
University ofSan Francisco through-
out most oftheir Nov. 19 game but
ultimately lost 63-69. The game
Kateri Town | The Spectator
Clarence Trent (left) and Prince Obasi (right) defend against Univer-
sity of San Francisco during the game at Key Arena on Nov. 19. The
Redhawks were defeated 63-69.
the spectator
this season.
“Coming in we knew USF
was a good team,” said head coach
Cameron Dollar. “I thoughtwe com-
peted against them, scrapped them
sports
Seattle University’s Talisa Rhea drives past San Diego’s Amy Kame during the Redhawks’ 82-65 loss at KeyArena on Nov. 19. The
women’s team played at Key as part of a doubleheader, with the men’s team playing San Francisco immediately afterwards.
“Going into the tourney, we need to reflect.
We need to workon improving fundamentals,”
Bonvicini said.
However, they are optimistic.
“We’re going to bounce back. We’ve come
together as a team, and we’re ready for next
week,” Brown said.
marked the team’s season opener at
Key Arena and the third close loss
the Redhawks have experienced
pretty muchto a standstill during the
first half.”
Seconds into the game, the USF
Dons gained possession of the ball,
and Seattle U sophomore forward
Clarence Trent blocked an attempt-
ed jump shot by Dons senior guard
Rashad Green. USF junior guard
Michael Williams grabbed the re-
bound. Just 32 seconds into the
first half, his teammate, sophomore
guard Cody Doolin, completed a
lay-up and scored the first basket of
the game.
Seattle U tied the game 17 sec-
onds later when junior guard Allen
Tate made a lay-up. The Dons gained
a temporary lead when Doolin made
a three-point basket. A scoring
drought lasted for almost a minute
and a halfuntil, with 17:06 remain-
ing in the first half, Seattle U senior
forward Eric Wallace also made a
three-point basket.
For the nextminute, the opposing
teams danced backand forth between
a tie and a USF lead. Williams scored
two points 3:07 into the game and
23 seconds later Trent also scored
two points. This tie lasted for nine
seconds before Dons senior forward
Angelo Caloiaro shot a thee-point
basket, bringing the score to 7-10.
Neither team scored for the fol-
lowing six minutes. Redhawks junior
forwardT.J. Diop and freshman Jarell
Florablocked USF players from com-
pleting lay-ups. Then, with 12:23 re-
maining in the first half, Flora made
a jump shot and scored for his team.
During the rest of the first half,
Seattle U’s men’s basketball team
With the season just beginning, the
Redhawks have time to work out the kinks in
their game. They have potential they’ve yet to
realize. They are cohesive, and certainly worthy
of their own high standards.
The Redhawks played well in the tourna-
ment, but were beat in the final match by the
strove to minimize any lead that
USF gained.
They tied with their oppo-
nents twice more and also-took
small leads over the Dons on two
separate occasions.
With 3:06 seconds remain-
ing in the first half, USF enjoyed a
nine-point lead over Seattle U. But
the Redhawks, thanks to two three-
point shots by senior guard Aaron
Broussard and a lay-up by Green,
chipped away at that lead until they
finished the firsthalf27-28.
The Dons scored first during the
second half after Trent fouled USF
sophomore forward Dominique
O’Connor; O’Connor made his free
throwshot. Moments later Broussard
tied the game with a lay-up, and
when Wallace completed a second
lay-up shortly thereafter, Seattle U
took a brief two-point lead.
The second halfof the game fol-
lowed a similar pattern as the first:
the Redhawks and Dons would tie,
the Dons would take the lead and the
Redhawks would battle to close the
gap in the score. With 37 seconds re-
maining in the game, Clarence made
a successful free throw, bringing the
score to 61-62. A Redhawks victory
seemed entirely possible, but a series
of fouls against Doolin and junior
forward Perris Blackwell, gave the
Dons the opportunity to ratchet the
score up to 61-67.
Trent dunked the ball in the final
eight seconds of the game, bringing
the score to 63-69.
“We made some lapses, they made
some shots, and we didn’t,” Dollar
University ofAkron. Kacie Sowell scored 15
points and grabbed seven rebounds.
The Redhawks play Long Beach State this
Friday at the Connolly Center at 7 p.m.
Daniel may be reached at
bentsond@seattleu.edu
said of the team’s performance dur-
ing the game’s final seconds.
Dollar said that a number of
team members haven’t wracked up
many minutes on the court in years
past and that even close losses can
help them improve their cohesion as
a team.
“They’re working hard and do-
ing what we’re asking them to do,”
Dollar said. “[We] just need to keep
getting better.... It ain’t nothing
overlyspectacular.”
Broussard came within one point
ofscoring the 1,000th point of his
career, but hesaid he didn’tkeep close
trackof the record.
“It’s another tough loss, and you
know, it always hurts to go home and
have a couple days to let that sit in
your mind,” he said of moving for-
ward to focus on the upcoming game
against Montana State University.
“We’ve just got to take these last two
experiences and just come out and
give it everything we’ve got.”
Trent, who played his first home
game at Key Arena since transfer-
ring to the university two years ago,
spoke to the challenges the Dons’
defense presented.
“They were really big, so it was
kind of hard to get the ball inside,”
he said. “But they sagged off a little
bit, arid likecoach said, when theysag
offyou’ve gotto be able to get inside.”
Seattle Uwon theirNov. 22 game
against Montana State, 85-73.
Sam may be reached at
skettering@su-spectator.com
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Women’s basketball player profile: Ashley Ward
Rosalie Cabison
Staff Writer
In basketball terms, the word “traveling”
has a negative connotation because it results
in a turnover and an opportunity for the op-
posing team to score. But for sophomore for-
ward Ashley Ward, the word ignites light in
her eyes and excitement in her voice. She was
born in Johannesburg, South Africa; she’s lived
in Holland and England; she identifies Irvine,
Calif, as her hometown; and she uprooted
herselfagain to pursue basketball at Seattle
University. With all her worldly experience,
Ward still has a list ofplaces she wants to go.
“Right now I really want to go to Tanzania
and I’m really hoping I go next summer.... I’d
like to go to Australia and places where there
are different cultures other than the U.S. Just
to see how they live,” said Ward.
Head coach Joan Bonvicini said Ward is
someone she admires, trusts and respects and
thinks traveling shaped Ward into the person
she is today.
“That’s a big thing for her, she’s been fortu-
nate,” said Bonvicini. “She comes from South
Africa and she’s gone back there. I think, you
know, when you travel—becauseI’ve also been
fortunate to travel a lot — you learn to ap-
preciate other people in their lifestyles, and to
Colleen Fontana
Staff Writer
Colleen Fontana: What year are
you and how long have you been
playing basketball?
Clarence Trent: I’m a sophomore
but a junior academically. I’ve been
playing basketball since I was about
eight, nine.
CF: What position do you play?
CT: I guess mycoach says that I’m
like, I’m just a basketball player so I
can playquite a few positions depend-
ing on match-ups so I can go inside,
Jake McCune
Volunteer Writer
Venture into Chao Bistro on a
Wednesday orSunday afternoonand
you’d be treated to a familiar sports
bar experience. Patrons huddled into
booths all staring at the TV, mouths
agape at a suspenseful moment in
the game.
But it’s not the Sounders game
being broadcast on the five televi-
sions at the bar. Instead, there are
professional StarCraft 2 matches
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Men’s basketball player profile: Clarence Trent
StarCraft Zerg rushes into Capitol Hill
I can go out. So I guess you’d say
a forward.
CF: And then as far as for school,
what are you studying?
CT:I am majoring inphotography.
CF: Cool,whatgot you interested
in that?
CT: Im always looking at pictures.
I’ve always wondered what else I can
learn'if I learn photo.
CF: What do you like
about
basketball and why did you start
playing it?
CT: Basketball for me was always
an oudet and something to keep me
being streamed over the Internet.
Founder Glen “Oskar” Bowers
got the idea for BarCraft after attend-
ing a viewing party for the North
American Star League (NASL).
“I saw how much fun it was for
everybody to be sitting together and
watching it,” said Bowers.
Around the same time, Bowers
became friends with the Hyung
Chung, owner of Chao Bistro on
12th Avenue and Pike Street. After
witnessing how empty the bar was
on a Tuesday night, he inquired
appreciate other cultures... but I think it really
helps you grow as a person.”
Despite her love of travel, Ward certainly
keeps her traveling to a minimum on the bas-
ketball court. Ward averages 26.7 minutes per
game and in the six games this season, she has
committed a mere eight turnovers. Ifstatistics
aren’t enough proof of her talent, Bonvicini
provided a testimony:
“When I think ofAshley Ward, I think of
a player who’s smart, who’s veryversatile, who
understands the game verywell and I think is
multi-dimensional.”
Ward was the first player recruited after
Bonvicini became head coach.
“I had some people call me and say ‘Joan,
you have to take a look at this girl.’ In California,
the big [tournament] is called CIF. As a junior,
shewas already playerof the year and her team
had won CIF. She was still a little under the
radar so we were able to go in and establish
some relationships.”
She is an integral part of team chemistry
as a member of a core group of three sopho-
more players affectionately nicknamed “The
SoCal Mafia,” who were recruited from high
schools in Southern California last year.
Guard Sylvia Shephard and forward Kacie
Sowell round out the lineup and Bonvicini
said their group has been an integral part of
Lindsey Wasson | The Spectator
out of trouble when I was younger.
I like sports in general. Basketball
pretty much became the one thing
I was really good at so we just went
from there.
CF: What contributions do you
think you bring to the team?
CT: I think I bring a lot ofen-
ergy. I try to help with being a leader
on and off the court when the guys
need stuffor just be that person that






time for school and social activities
or do you think you spend a lot of
your time playing basketball?
CT: In college, a lot of your time
is devoted to basketball. You practice
during the season and the offseason.
You do have somewhat of a social
life but for the most part ifyou’re re-
ally dedicated and into the sport it’s
pretty much goingto take up most of
your time.
CF: Do you feel like there are ex-
pectations ofyou as an athlete from
teachers or from your coaches?
CT: With [the coaches] they just
want us to do our best possible in
school as we can but knowing that
we travel a lot. Some of the teachers
understand that we travel a lot during
the season and stuff, that we miss a lot
ofschool. Theyhold us to due dates
like a normal student to be able to
get the work in on time and talk to
about playingprofessional StarCraft
matches on the TVs. Chung, a fan of
the popularvideo game himself, gave
Bowers the go-ahead. Just two days
after Bowers posted about the event
on the Seatde sub-forum ofReddit.
com, about 150 peopleshowed up to
Chao Bistro to watch their favorite
players compete.
“It was unbelievable.” Bowers
said. “I thought like 15 people
would show up and they’d all be
my friends.”
After the initial success, Chung
the team’s success at the Division One level.
Sowell is currendy the team’s leading scorer
with 82 points in six games and Shephard
contributes solid numbers and help defense off
the bench.
Sowell and Shephard are also Ward’s
roommates.
“I livewith [Sowell and Shephard] and we’re
all really close.... We’re pretty much always to-
gether,” Ward said.
Bonvicini called Ward quiet, but that might
just be attributed to the seriousness of being a
competitive athlete. Once she warms up and
opens up a litde, Ward appears to be a relaxed
and fun-loving girl. Ifgiven the party scenario
ofheading for the punch bowlandsnack table,
sitting and talking withpeople on the couch or
hitting the dance floor, Ward doesn’t hesitate
to choose.
“I would definitely go and dance. I’d grab
someone — probably one ofmy roomies —
and we’d go and hit the dancefloor,”Ward said.
Don’t be surprised if the song “One in a
Million” by Ne-Yo is the soundtrack to her
dance party. She immediately citedhifn offthe
top of her head as oneofher favorite artists.Her
other favorite activity is enjoying relaxing with
Sowell and Shephard.
As parting words, Ward had one last thing
to say to her fellow Redhawks.
them and to get the workin on time.
But I guess just talking and commu-
nicating, which helps a lot outside of
basketball and it helps you be able to
do your job, communicating with the
players and stuff.
CF: Do you feel likeyou have any
expectations for your teammates or
I’ve shaved my
legs since I was
in high school
for your coaches?
CT: I just want everybody to just
have fun and just do the best we can
and we can all work hard at itand it’ll
all work out.
CF: When you are preparing for
abasketball game, what do you do to
get in the zone?
CF: Yeah, do you have any habits
or rituals that you do before a game?
CT: For me, I’m one of those, like
after ourshootaround and we eat our
pregame meal, I go home, I just listen
to a lot of, not so much slow music,
but likea mixture ofpop music like a
littleslower but not fast like rap. I take
gave Bowers every Wednesday and
Sunday at Chao to run BarCraft.
Since then, a steady crowd of40 to
50 people populate the bar twice
a week. They even have a special
StarCraft-themed food and drink
menu, featuring items such as the
Vespene Gas or the Discipline of the
Khala. Bowers created the menu with
a litde help from regular attendees.
BarCraft has been growing-around
the world in the short time since
Bowers started the trend. He cited
around 150 bars from places like




“Come support us!” Ward said. “We love
when fans come and it gets us really excited.
We play harder when there are people cheer-
ing us on.”




a shower and I shave my legs.
CF: Did you say you shave
your legs?
evety game.
CF: Does it help with anything
or is it just something you liketo do?
CT: I guess it’s something that I
like to do. I’ve shaved my legs since
I was in high school so it justcarried
over and it became one game, like I
didn’t shave my legs before the game
thinking“It’s not going tobother me”
andI was like, “If I shave mylegs be-
fore one game, I have to shave my
legs before every game.” And then it
became shaving my legs before every
game andI alwayslisten to music be-
fore every game. Itpicks me up ifI’m
in a down mood. That will get me
going, get myenergy going.
CF: What’s been your most em-
barrassing moment during a basket-
ball game?
CT: When I was in high school,
during one ofour games, [a player]
was shooting free throws and the free
throw bounced back and I was talk-
ing to mycoach. Itbounced backand
hit me in the head and I wasn’treally
paying attention so I took the ball and
shot the ball. The game was still go-
ing but we were actually still shooting
free throws.
Colleen may be reached at
cfontana@su-spectator.com
South Africa, Australia and Sweden
throwing theirown events for the re-
cent MajorLeague Gaming finals of
StarCraft 2. He was even covered in
the Wall Street Journal in an article
specifically about the rise ofBarCraft.
“That was kind of cool,” Bower
said at last week’s event.
As the trend grows, more and
more people flock to the Chao twice
a week to discover this phenomenon.
Jake may be reached at
mccunec@seattleu.edu
CT: I do shave my legs. Before
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On Black Friday in LA this past week, a woman pepper-
sprayed her way to the front of discount video game bin. The
20 Wal-Mart shoppers became victims ofwhat has been dubbed
“competitive shopping,” i.e. beating the heckout ofpeople who
stand between you and the sales rack.
So, that’s definitely one reason why you should just shop
locally this holiday. Because you won’t get pepper-sprayed or
punched in the face.
But beyond that, you should also shop locally so all the
people at Occupy stop getting pepper-sprayed. Shopping lo-
cally puts money back in the pockets of small business owners
(i.e. notWal-Mart) who then stimulate small communities, like
your lovely little neighborhood. Part of the reason the country
fell intoeconomic collapse is because everything got too big—
the debt (obviously), the banks and the corporations. Diversity
is what makes anything great, and shopping locally promotes
that diversity. Think about it. How awful would it be if sud-
denly a giant warehouse chain store popped up on Broadway?
So in a way, when you shop local, you are actually sup-
porting yourself. You are helping keep the neighborhood a
neighborhood you actually want to live in. More money stays
in the community when you buy at local businesses because
the business owners and workers spend their money here too
and support the community through their own consumption,
through property tax, sales tax, etc. It creates revenue for infra-
structure and local job creation.
Plus when you buy locally, you just feel good. You feel like
you a part of something, not something massively, giganti-
cally, colossally bigger — just a bit bigger. You feel like you
are a part of a community. And isn’t that what Christmas is
really all about? Besides half-priced copies ofThe Elder Scrolls:
Skyrim. Besides that.
The Spectatoreditorial board consists of Frances Dinger, MacKenzie Blake, Emma McAleavy, Dallas Goschie, Kelton Sears, J. Adrian Mungerand Sy Bean. Signed com-
mentaries reflect the opinions of the authors and not necessarily those of The Spectator. The views expressed in these editorials are not necessarily the views of Seattle
University.
DEBATE
Economic disaster is not the end of the world
Ben Watts
Debate Team Columnist
I have a math final next week,
my socks are wet, and my supply
of leftover turkey is almost gone,
so I’m in the mood to think about
worst-case scenarios.
Lets say the worst happens —
the European Central Bank makes
yet another blunder, either by not
acting fast enough or continuing
to refuse to become the lender
of last resort for European coun-
tries in danger. However it hap-
pens — if national interest rates
increase beyond bear, or a major
institution collapses, or someone
defaults — it would be disastrous.
This isn’t that far-fetched. The in-
terest rate on Spanish loans has
doubled in a month. Italian rates
are even higher. In other words,
people are losing faith in the
European Union’s ability to save
itself, and for good reason. Their
political system has so far been
about as successful at managing
this crisis as our political system
has been at doing anything but
blaming China.
What would happen if this
occurred? Economic apoca-
lypse, probably on a greater
scale than the 2008 crisis. And
it would reach us. Not only is
the Eurozone one of our largest
trading partners, but they owe
us money. France own lots of
Italian and Grecian debt, and we
own lots of French debt. Major
financial institutions might need
another round of bailouts, and
domestic unemployment would
certainly suffer.
We lived through the 2008
crisis, and we’re living through
its aftermath to this day. I’ve
had to watch friends’ parents
get evicted from their homes. I’ve
seen promising friends graduate
college and not find jobs. I know
marriages that are suffering be-
cause of increased economic
Partisan politics
embarrassing
After the congressional super committee failed to create a
deal that could combat our mammoth deficit by extracting
$1.2 trillion from the budget, blame started to fly.
The Democrats alerted the public and the pundits that
the Republicans were to blame — citing their perceived
desire to maintain tax cuts for wealthier Americans.
Meanwhile, the Republicans countered that the talks had
shut down because the Democrats were inflexible when
discussing an overhaul of government healthcare programs.
The exchange was eerily reminiscent of elementary school
squabbles, when one’s social standing could dramatically
shift with a single utterance from a locker-side gossiper.
Back then, the worst possible outcome of these bitter
clashes was an unsettling shift in the lunchroom hierarchy.
Unfortunately, the cost ofcatty behavior is astronomically
high in this case, as public funds and the national budget
The behavior of lawmakers on either side of the aisle is
deplorable. Our political institutions are failing us.
Ideally, the bipartisan system should inspire compro-
mise. The beauty of a democracy is that large groups of
people with infinitely varying opinions can collaborate
to make decisions that are the most beneficial for the
society at large. Political parties make it easier for like-
minded lawmakers to come together and organize large
scale agendas — a mechanism designed to cut down on
extensive debate and ensure that work can be done ef-
fectively and efficiently.
Disagreement should never shut down conversation;
rather, the opposite is true. As Republicans and Democrats,
we share a country. Likewise, our elected officials, right
and left, need to learn to share our government.
Lawmakers: We gave you those seats, and we can take
them away. Grow up, sit down and work it out.
pressure. These esoteric, removed
international events have terribly
real, significant and heart-break-
ing economic costs.
Soon, we will all be in simi-
larly vulnerable positions in life.
Even ifyou’re a freshman, you’re
really not that far off from gradu-
ation and the land of few jobs.
Given the vast scariness of the
reality we might be inhabiting in
a matter ofweeks, how should we
feel about this?
Well, first, feel free to em-
brace a bit ofpanic. Regardless of
whatever else happens, I’m sure
you would very much like gain-
ful employment after college.
Germany’s response to Italian
debt, as strange as it sounds, has
a severe impact on your life, and
the possibility that you’re exis-
tence post-graduation will be
comfortable, and hot confined
to your parent’s basement.
After the terror has passed,
we should maybe have a cup of
su-spectator.com/sports
tea and call our moms and think
about how best to react. I suggest
embracing the disaster— they’re
often fantastic times for change.
Our economic system is morally
hollow, our culture is focused on
consumerism and lacks spiritual
grounding, and the political sys-
tems that got us into this mess
are broken beyond repair. Our
generation might have a real
chance to change some of the
sick, twisted elements of our so-
ciety. We have to ask ourselves:
what if we are actually handed
the opportunity to change the
evils we were given? That op-
portunity is not free, it comes
with the costs of living in a so-
ciety turbulent enough to want
to transform itself. And ifwe’ve
been given that rare opportunity
(unlike poor Generation X), we
might as well embrace it.





LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Penn State media coverage misleading
As an alumnus of Penn State,
I felt that many in the media have
misrepresented my alma mater,
and I wanted to provide a rebut-
tal of that skewed view. Ofspecif-
ic concern to me was the title on
page 6 of the Nov. 16 issue of The
Spectator that says “Some students
outraged over firing, not alleged
abuse.” I feel that this does not cap-
ture the true feelings ofthe students
and a majority of the PSU alumni
and fans.
Joe Paterno is highly regarded
by the PSU family, he is essentially
everyone’s grandfather. He has given
millions of dollars to the university
to build a library. He has cultivated
the caring, education-focused cul-
ture that isalive and well on campus.
He is not in chargeofPenn State like
the media would like you to believe.
He has bosses in the athletic director
and president of the university,.
The students are upset about
Championship Field mismanaged
Each time I walk past Championship Field,
there isn’t a soul on the grass. The adjacent ten-
nis courts are packed and rowdy, but the soc-
cer field is serene. Nobody plays there, except
for the Division One men’s and women’s soccer
teams. As a student who has been involved in
club and intramural sports for two years, I think
it’s ridiculous that the facility is restricted from
all those not donning a Redhawks jersey. Our
tuition money helps pay for the field’s impec-
cable grooming, so we shouldn’t be shunned
from using a facilitythat’s occupied for less than
six hours each day. Championship Field should
have a few designated hours a day for open use
and should also be available to Seattle U club
and intramural soccer teams.
Although the sign outside of the facility says
that Seattle U welcomes the “informal use” of
the field as long as it doesn’t “interfere with
scheduled activities,” several ofmy friends have
been asked to leave when trying to play a pick-
up game, even though there were no other events
November 30, 2011
2012 IS APPROACHING...
...which means The College Try is coming to an end.
Thanks for reading, everybody!
the method of dismissal by the
Board of Trustees. After 65 years
of dedication to the university, he
was fired via a phone call just three
days before what would have been
his last home game. The students
were upset that they were not given
one last chance to say goodbye and
thank you. While tipping a media
van is inexcusable, they were prob-
ably reacting to what they felt was
unfair and untrue mediacoverage of
Joe Paterno.
I heard many false statements
regarding the university from the
media. The media was not concen-
trating on the real culprit of the de-
plorable acts, Jerry Sandusky. Nor
did the media describe how Paterno
and Sandusky have not been on
good terms since Sandusky left PSU
in 1999. I recendy read an article
from the State College, Penn, news-
paper
that described how Paterno
wanted Sandusky banned from the
going on that day. Why are Seattle U students,
whose tuition checks fund the campus facili-
ties, not allowed to play on the field? Opening
the field up for a couple hours a day would
lead to more spontaneous exercise and foster
school spirit.
According to GoSeattleU.com, the field’s
“most attractive quality is its natural grass
playing surface, which stays in pristine play-
ing condition despite the common rains of
the Pacific Northwest.” With a complete
drainage system, daily grounds crew main-
tenance, and a “high performance natural
turf,” Championship Field is fit for a king.
Renowned English club Manchester United
even practiced on it this last summer. It should
be open to more than just NCAA teams and
the occasional billion-dollar European club.
I play for the Seattle U women’s club
soccer team, and our games are never with-
in five miles of campus, forcing us to rent
vans and use private vehicles for traveling.
university in 1999, but the Board
ofTrustees and the AD denied his
request due to legal issues.
There are so many facts that are
not getting media attention, and the
students partially blamed the me-
dia for making our beloved coach
look worse.
The students at PSU are some of
the most caring and giving students
in the U.S. They run the world’s
largest student-run philanthropy,
THON. Seattle U has a chapter as
well, but it started at PSU in the
1970s. Last year the student body
raised over $9.5 million for kids
suffering from cancer and cancer-
related illness. In just over a week,
PSU alums raised over $500,000
for RAINN, a charity benefitting
child victims ofsexual abuse.
I am proud of the way Penn
Staters have responded to this
scandal. We understand that it is
completely deplorable, but it is up
Trevor Brown | The Spectator
If Championship Field were more accessible,
it would save money and be more convenient
for club soccer teams to play a few matches at
home. Also, spring intramural soccer games are
held on Logan Field. Logan Field is adequate,
but after about two weeks of games and April
showers, it starts to look like a mud pit. Since
the D-l soccer teams have a sparse spring sched-
ule and ChampionshipField is equipped with a
top-notch drainage system, it could easily host
some of the intramural games without the risk
of damage or overuse.
Championship Field belongs to all stu-
dents, faculty, alumni and student-athletes,
so we should share it accordingly. University
Recreation and Seatde U Athleticsneed to find
a way to open the field to the entire university
population on a consistent basis.
Natalie Beaulieu
The editor may be reached at
opinion@su-spectator.com
to us to make it better.
The football games bring people
of a large university together, and
can help the healing of the vic-
tims. It is here that Penn Staters
meet to promote awareness of
sexual abuse, to collect money for
charities, and come up with new
ideas and methods to help. This is
true across the country. Even here
in Seattle the local alumni group
meets to watch the games. At every
game since the scandal broke, we
have been passing out ribbons to
promote the RAINN charity. To
cancel the football games would
only hurt the current players while
reducing the opportunities for
Penn Staters to help the victims
of these crimes and many more
like them.
P.J. Graziani




































Top left: Sophomore English major
AudreyFarber and sophomore social
work major David Polansky spend
some time in the Wright Gallery at
the Seattle Art Museum during Fall
Ball on Nov. 19. Top right: Cai Guo-
Qiang’s “Inopportune: Stage One”
hangs above Fall Ball attendees in the
Brotman forum at the museum. The
piecefeatures a series of nine identical
white cars that simulates the progres-
sion of a car bombing. Right: Soph-
omore music major Ali Fragoso, left,
and theater major Michael Topping,
check out some artwork in the Wright
Gallery. The SAM galleries were open
for students to browse artwork dur-
ing the event. Bottom left: A Seattle
Police Department officer points a Fall
Ball attendee in theright direction. The
Brotman Forum, which served as Fall
Ball’s main dancefloor. Bottom right:
Fall Ball attendees pose for pictures at
a snaps.com photo booth provided by
SEAC. The photo booth and karaoke,
were also open for students during
the event.
Photos by Lindsey Wasson
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